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Olympic Gardens Police find firearm in garbage bin 12:06 AM
Tessanne wows The Voice with flawless performance, again 9:07 PM
Uruguay to approve ganja dealing, despite risks 7:53 PM
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Buju out - J’can reggae artiste gets bail
in immigration court

JFJ questions
increase in death of
inmates
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Lawyer says Buju thankful to fans for support

Gunman shoots infant
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BY PAUL HENRY CRIME/COURT CO-ORDINATOR henryp@jamaicaobserver.com
Thursday, November 11, 2010
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Banton, whose real name is Mark Myrie, was offered bail with tough conditions
following a hung jury in his gun and drugs trial.
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David Oscar Markus — the entertainer's lead attorney — said Banton, was
"tired" but "relieved" that he had been released to spend time with his family
before the commencement of his second trial next February.
"Free at last," Markus told the Observer of his client's release. "We're thrilled
that Buju will have some time to regroup before we try this case again." Banton,
he said, was thankful to everyone for their support.
Attorney Marc Seitles, another member of Banton's legal team, said the artiste
was overjoyed that he had gained some "measure of freedom".
"Buju can't wait to have a nice meal and sleep in his own bed," Seitle told the
Observer yesterday.
Banton has been in jail since last year December when he was arrested by
federal agents for conspiracy to possess, with intent to distribute five or more
kilogrammes of cocaine.
He was also charged with possession of a weapon. His arrest on December 8
followed that of his friends Ian Thomas and James Mack. Both men have since
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pleaded guilty and will be sentenced this month.
Banton was placed on trial in September but following a week on evidence a 12member jury could not reach a unanimous decision about his innocence or guilt
after three days of deliberation.
He was granted bail in the sum of US$300,000 in the federal court last month
but an appeal of an aspect of his bail condition set by US magistrate Anthony
Porcelli by the prosecution held up his release, along with his visa issue that
resulted in him having to apply for bail in the immigration court to prevent his
further detention.
Banton's entertainment visa was revoked following his arrest.
As part of his bail condition, Banton will have to wear a tracking device and will
be under 24-hour surveillance from a security company. He has also signed an
extradition waiver and will not be allowed to leave the Middle District of Southern
District of Florida until his trial begins.
He will only be allowed to visit a doctor and his lawyer. He must also submit
himself to urine tests to prove that he is not using banned substances.
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POST A COMMENT
HOUSE RULES
1. We welcome reader comments on the top stories of the day. Some comments
may be republished on the website or in the newspaper – email addresses will
not be published.
2. Please understand that comments are moderated and it is not always possible
to publish all that have been submitted. We will, however, try to publish comments
that are representative of all received.
3. We ask that comments are civil and free of libellous or hateful material. Also
please stick to the topic under discussion.
4. Please do not write in block capitals since this makes your comment hard to
read.
5. Please don't use the comments to advertise. However, our advertising
department can be more than accommodating if emailed:
advertising@jamaicaobserver.com.
6. If readers wish to report offensive comments, suggest a correction or share a
story then please email: community@jamaicaobserver.com.
7. Lastly, read our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy
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